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Objective
This study was to elucidate the spatio-temporal correlations be-

tween the mild and severe enterovirus cases through integrating en-
terovirus-related three surveillance systems in Taiwan. With these
fully understanding epidemiological characteristics, hopefully, we
can develop better measures and indicators from mild cases to pro-
vide early warning signals and thus minimizing subsequent numbers
of severe cases.

Introduction
In July 2012, the 54 children infected with enterovirus-71(EV-

71) were died in Cambodia [1]. The media called it as mystery illness
and made Asian parents worried. In fact, the severe epidemics of en-
terovirus occurred frequently in Asia, including Malaysia, Singapore,
Taiwan and China [2]. The clinical severity varied from asympto-
matic to mild (hand-foot-mouth disease and herpangina) and severe
pulmonary edema/hemorrhage and encephalitis [3]. Up to now, the
development of vaccine for EV-71 and the more effective antiviral
drug was still ongoing [4]. Therefore, surveillance for monitoring the
enterovirus activity and understanding the epidemiological charac-
teristics between mild and severe enterovirus cases was crucial.

Methods
Three main databases including national notifiable diseases sur-

veillance, sentinel physician surveillance and laboratory surveillance
from July 1, 1999 to December 31, 2008 were analyzed. The Pear-
son’s correlation coefficient was applied for measuring the consis-
tency of the trend. The Poisson space-time scan statistic [5] was used
for identifying the most likely clusters. We used GIS (ArcMap, ver-
sion9.0; ESRI Inc.,Redlands, CA, USA) for visualization of detected
clusters.

Results
Temporal analysis found that the Pearson’s correlation between

mild EV cases and severe EV cases occurring in the same week was
0.553 (p<0.01) in Figure 1. Such a correlation became moderate
(data) when mild EV cases happened in 1~4 weeks before the current
severe EV cases. Among the 1,517 severe EV cases notified to Tai-
wan CDC during the study period, the mean age was 27 months,
61.4% was male and 12% were fatal. These severe EV cases were
significantly associated with the positive isolation rate of EV-71, with
much higher correlation than the mild cases [ 0.498 p<0.01 vs. 0.278,
p<0.01] . Using the space-time cluster method, we identified three
possible clusters in June 2008 in six cities/counties (Figure 2).

Conclusions
Taiwan’s surveillance data indicate that local public health pro-

fessionals can monitor the trends in the numbers of mild EV cases in
community to provide early warning signals for local residents to pre-
vent the severity of future waves.

Figure 1. The temporal trend between mild and severe EV cases.

Figure 2. The spatio-temporal clusters of EV severe cases.
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